Finding matching customers for a given product based on individual user's preference is critical for many applications, especially in e-commerce. Recently, the reverse top-k query is proposed to return a number of customers who regard a given product as one of the k most favorite products based on a linear model. Although a few "hot" products can be returned to some customers via reverse top-k query, a large proportion of products (over 90%, as our example illustrates, see Figure 2 ) cannot find any matching customers.
INTRODUCTION
As a fundamental operator in database management, rankaware query has been studied extensively in recent years. In general, the ranking query returns top k tuples with minimal ranking scores (or maximal ranking scores under different contexts) by employing a user-defined scoring function [7, 9, 12, 21, 26, 26] . There exist many kinds of scoring Figure 1 : An example of ranking queries functions for rank-aware queries, among which the linear model is one of the most widely adopted models [9, 21, 26] . In the linear model, each object in the database D is described as a d-dimensional point p, and the preference of a user is described as a weight vector w. Each entry of w, w (i) , is non-negative, and the sum of all entries is equal to 1, i.e, ∑ d i=1 w (i) = 1. For a user with preference w, the ranking score is defined as
where p (i) represents the ith entry of p. A linear top-k query aims at returning k objects in D with smallest scores. Typical examples cover a wide range of applications, including multimedia search, streaming data management, Web data analysis, etc.
The top-k query under linear model has been studied mainly from the perspective of users, aiming at finding a set of products to match their preferences. Recently, another rank-aware query has been studied from the perspective of manufacturers. Assume a manufacturer has a lot of products for sale and the manager wants to know who will be interested in their products. By employing linear ranking model, reverse top-k query has been proposed to return all users who treat the given product as one of their top-k products [21] . See the example below. Example 1. Figure 1 Figure 1 for reference.
Although capable of finding all users who are interested in the given product, reverse top-k query cannot deal with niche products well. In other words, we can find quite a lot of customers to match popular products, while there may exist no one to match the less popular (or niche) products since these products are not in any customer's top-k product list. We conduct a simple experiment for the illustration purpose. Consider a case that each data set (hotel or preference) contains 5,000 tuples with attribute values assigned uniformly in the domain. Figure 2 shows the different proportions of hotels that are recommended to at least one customer when k increases from 10 to 100. Even when k = 100, over 90% hotels have never been recommended. 
R-kRanks and Its Variant
As illustrated above, reverse top-k query cannot ensure 100% coverage for any given product. However, it is critical to return a number of customers (not empty) to match any given product in many situations. For example, the manufacturer may expect to find potential customers for all products. Other examples include job-hunting, dating, and so on. Job-hunting applications have personal information of all job seekers, and require employers to build the preference vectors. Thus, it will try to find some candidate employers for any job seeker. In the dating sites, each woman or man describes her or his personal information and the expectation for the opposite gender, so that the web site can find some candidates to match her or him best.
Although irrelative to products and customers, the above applications can also be modeled by utilizing the concept of customer-product. For example, in the job-hunting applications, job seekers can be treated as products, while employers can be treated as customers. Hence, we continue to use this concept in the following context. Now, the issue turns to how to describe a set of customers who can best match a given product. We propose a new query definition that finds k customers with smallest rank(w, q) values, where rank(w, q) denotes the number of products ranking higher than q for w. We name this query reverse k-Ranks (R-kRanks in abbr.)
A variant of this new query is to find k customers with smallest ranking scores to the given product q, i.e, returning 
. We name the former reverse k-Ranks (R-kRanks in abbr.), and the latter reverse k-Scores (R-kScores in abbr.).
Although both query definitions return k customers for any query product, the result set may differ a lot, especially for a biased product data set. It's not our focus to debate which one is definitely better than the other one. So we just use a simple example to illustrate the difference. Assume p8 is a query point. Table 1 compares two kinds of queries based on the biased data set in Figure 1 (w/o p1, p3, p4 and p9). For example, for Jim, only three objects in the biased set (p2, p5 and p6) rank higher than p3. The query results differ a lot under different k values. To some extent, R-kScores is less reasonable in this case since it treats Alice as the best customer to match p8, whereas p8 is the last choice for Alice (see Table 1 (a)). More comparisons between R-kRanks and R-kScores appear in section 8.3.
Moreover, from a technical point of view, R-kScores can be solved directly in a way similar to traditional top-k query under linear model by treating each customer as a product, and the given product as a user's preference without normalization 1 . Hence, we only consider R-kRanks in this paper.
Challenges
It is challenging to handle R-kRanks query, since existing methods for reverse top-k query cannot deal with RkRanks query straightforwardly. Representative work for bichromatic reverse top-k query includes threshold-based algorithm (RTA) [21] , grid-based algorithm (GRTA) [21] , and branch-and-bound algorithm (BBR) [25] . With the help of a small buffer (with a size of k), RTA visits all users one by one. For each user, if the query product's rank is lower than any product in the buffer, the query product is definitely out of the user's top-k list; otherwise, it continues to compute the exact rank of query product and updates the buffer. GRTA materializes some reserve top-k views in memory for efficient processing after dividing the whole product space into a series of cells. BBR, the most recent work, uses branch-and-bound idea without accessing each user's individual preference [25] .
The intrinsic reason why the above methods cannot handle R-kRanks query is that these methods only care about the customer-product pairs (w, p) such that p is in w's top-k product list. Unfortunately, processing R-kRanks will consider different set of customer-product pairs, where p is unnecessary to be in w's top-k list. For example, as illustrated in Figure 2 , more than 90% products are out of the top-k product list of any customer. Simply enlarging the value of k is insufficient for any product.
To some extent, the semantic of reverse k-nearest neighbor (RkNN) query is similar to R-kRanks query. It returns a number of points that treat the given object as one of the k nearest neighbors. Ranked reverse nearest neighbor(RRNN) is another similar query, which returns a number of points that are close to the query point according to the rank [14] . However, both of them use Euclidean distance to describe the metric dist between two points, while R-kRanks uses inner product to describe the matching degree between a query point (a product vector) and a customer vector. In other words, for a given product, if RkNN and RRNN are used to find potential users, the preference of each user must be represented by his or her ideal product. For example, in Figure 1 , Mary's preference is described as a vector (0.2, 0.8), so that p2 is her favorite hotel. Now, consider another way to represent the preference described in RkNN and RRNN. Assume Mary has visited another city, and she was satisfied with a hotel with the distance and price as same as p5. To some extent, her preference can be represented as p5 since then. However, in the new city like Figure 1 , the hotel p2 is significantly better than p5 since p2 is cheaper, and closer to the beach than p5. Hence, the weight-represented preference is more insensitive to the environment.
Contribution
We have made the following contributions in this paper.
• We define a new ranking query (R-kRanks) that returns k customers to match a product. In comparison, although traditional reverse top-k query works well for "hot" products, it may return an empty set for nonpopular query products ( Figure 2 ).
• We propose novel solutions to handle R-kRanks query efficiently since existing approaches cannot be applied directly. Basically, R-kRanks can be processed by computing the ranking score of every product-customer pair. Except for simplicity, this method suffers from a high time-complexity of O(m · n), where m and n are the number of customers and products respectively. We develop three novel techniques to significantly reduce the computation cost in this work. The first method (TPA) is based on a spatial tree, the second one (BPA) evaluates the weights group by group, and the last one (MPA) further reduces the time consumption by maintaining an additional array for marking.
• We conduct extensive experiments over real-life and synthetic data sets to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 defines the new query formally. Sections 4-6 introduce three novel approaches. Afterwards, we provide some extensive discussions in Section 7. Experimental reports are given in Section 8. Finally, we conclude the paper briefly in the last section.
RELATED WORK
Rank-aware query and its variants have been widely used in many applications. Nowadays, it has many variants. The most general one is ranking query, which returns a number of points with minimal ranking scores by using a ranking function. Recently, some researchers also focus on reverse ranking query that returns all customers who like a given product very much. In comparison, ranking query mainly concerns from the perspective of the user, while reverse query mainly concerns in terms of product manufacturers.
Ranking Query Ranking query (top-k query) has been studied extensively for decades [10] . Fagin's algorithm (FA) [6] and Threshold Algorithm (TA) [7] are two of the most famous algorithms. Given a relation with multiple attributes, these approaches first sort all tuples by each attribute in parallel so that only a small proportion of tuples are required to be fetched. In contrast, TA is more time-efficient than FA [7] . The research on ranking query has also been extended to various scenarios, such as distributed environment [1] , streaming applications [19] , and uncertain data situations [11] . One family of algorithms for ranking query is based on preprocessing, which stores some information after processing all tuples off-line. Such information can help to compute the result more efficiently once a new query arrives. Chang et al. proposed Onion technique to index convex hulls for linear optimization queries [3] . Prefer method proposed by Hristidis et al. materializes views of top-k result sets [9] . Xin et al. proposed the robust index method with more elaborate consideration on the minimal possible rank of each tuple in the database [26] .
Reverse NN and reverse skyline Reverse NN (RNN) returns a set of query points that treat a given query point as the nearest neighbor [13] . There are two kinds of approaches dealing with RNN query: precomputation-based approaches and dynamic approaches [14] . The former store some useful information in the system after pre-computing results of kNN query for each point, so that the executing efficiency of a future query can be improved [27] . The latter often use an index structure to accelerate query-processing, such as Rtree [20] . In [14] , Lee et al. studied Ranked Reverse Nearest Neighbor (RRNN). Given a query point q and a number t, RRNN returns t points close to q according to the rank. The bichromatic RRNN is similar to R-kRanks but works in the different context. Their work uses Euclidean distance to describe the dist metric between two points, but we use inner product to describe the matching degree between a query point (a product vector) and a customer vector. Hence, the approaches in [14] cannot deal with the issues in this paper. Skyline query is a typical multi-objective optimization issue [2] . Given a query point (a product), reverse skyline query returns a number of customers who like the given product most based on the dominance relationship among the products [5] . Lian and Chen extended reverse skyline query to the probabilistic data management [17] . However, in these literatures, the preference of each user is described as a data point representing the desirable product. But in our work, the preference is described as a weight vector.
Reverse ranking query Reverse ranking query aims at evaluating the rank of a query point based on a preference function [15, 16, 18] . Both reverse top-k and R-kRanks queries concern the rank of a product under different preference functions.
The work most related to ours is the reverse top-k query which aims at finding all customers who treat a given product as one of their top-k favorite products [4, 8, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 28] . Vlachou et al. proposed one solution for monochromatic reverse top-k query and two solutions for bichromatic reverse top-k query, namely RTA and GRTA [21] . Afterwards, they also studied how to handle monochromatic reverse top-k query in d-dimensional space and presented more experiments for illustration [22] . Most recently, Vlachou et al. further improved RTA to process reverse top-k queries by branch-and-bound algorithm without accessing each user's individual preferences [25] . Literature [4] indexed dataset based on a critical k-polygon for answering monochromatic reverse top-k queries in two dimensions. Reverse top-k query can be used to find the most influential data objects that are preferred by more customers [24] . In [23] , some researchers considered how to monitor reverse top-k queries over mobile devices. Ge et.al proposed an approach for batch evaluation of all top-k queries by using block indexed nested loops and view-based algorithm [8] . Literature [28] presented a dynamic index that supports the reverse top-k query. In particular, a scalable solution for processing many continuous top-k queries was developed combining this index with another one for top-k queries. However, none of existing solutions for reverse ranking query can be applied to handle R-kRanks query directly due to different query semantics.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let D denote a set containing n points and each point is described as
denotes the value of the j-th attribute of pi. Let W denote a set containing the weights of the preferences for m customers and each weight is described as a d-dimensional point wi.
denotes the value of the j-th dimension of wi. Similarly, ∀i∀j(w
. Assume the set W has been preprocessed so that the sum of the weights of each customer is equal to 1, i.e, ∀i(
. Note that this preference weight model has been widely adopted in many literatures [3, 4, 8, 9, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 28] .
For any customer with a preference weight w, the scoring function f (w, p) computes the ranking score of a point p. It is defined as the inner product of w and p, i.e, f (w,
Without loss of generality, we assume that a customer prefers a point with smaller ranking score in this study 2 . Since both top-k and reverse top-k queries have strong connections with our work, we first review these two queries for reference and then present our new query.
Definition 1 (Top-k query, T P (k, w)). Given a point set D, a user preference w and a positive integer k, the topk query returns a set S of points, S ⊆
Definition 2 (Reverse top-k query [21] ). Given a point set D, a weight set W , a positive integer k, and a specified query point q, reverse top-k query returns a set S of weights, S ⊆ W . For each w ∈ S, q ∈ T P (k, w); but for each w ̸ ∈ S, q ̸ ∈ T P (k, w).
As we mentioned before, reverse top-k query will return a non-empty set only for a small fraction of products. Consequently, we propose a new query type, namely reverse k-Ranks (R-kRanks), and its variant, reverse k-Scores (RkScores). Given a query point q, R-kScores query returns top k customers (say, w) with the smallest f (w, q), while R-kRanks query returns top k customers (say, w) with the smallest rank(w, q) values. Here, the subroutine rank(w, q) computes the number of products with smaller ranking score than q for a given customer w.
Definition 3 (rank(w, q)). Given a point set D, a weight vector w, and a query point q, the rank of q for w is rank(w, q) = |S|, where |S| is the cardinality of S, a subset of
D. ∀pi ∈ S, we have f (w, pi) < f (w, q); ∀pj ∈ (D − S), we have f (w, pj) ≥ f (w, q).
Definition 4 (Reverse k-Ranks query, R-kRanks ).

Given a point set D, a weight set W , a positive integer k, and a query point q, R-kRanks query returns a set S, S ⊆
W , |S| = k, such that ∀wi ∈ S, ∀wj ∈ (W − S), rank(wi, q) ≤ rank(wj, q) holds.
Definition 5 (Reverse k-Scores query, R-kScores).
Given a point set D, a weight set W , a positive integer k, and a query point q, R-kScores query returns a set S,
We focus on R-kRanks query in this work due to the limitation of R-kScores. We develop three novel solutions to process R-kRanks query in Section 4-6, including TPA, B-PA and MPA. Moreover, it is not hard to devise a straightforward solution by exploring the whole space. Let q denote the query point. For any weight w in W and any product p in D, we compute rank(w, p) one by one, and keep k weights with the smallest rank(w, q) for query point q. The time complexity is O(m · n) where m and n are the number of customers and products respectively. The space complexity is O(k). This method also acts as the baseline approach (Naive Approach, NA in abbr.) in Section 8.
Important symbols are summarized in Table 2 .
TREE-BASED PRUNING APPROACH (T-PA)
The naive approach (NA) needs to evaluate every productcustomer pair, which will consume huge amounts of computation resources in datasets with a large number of customers and products. Fortunately, parts of computations 
return k smallest entries in A;
can be avoided with the help of an R-tree. At first, we review the dominance relationship between two points, which has been adopted in many literatures, including skyline [2] and reverse top-k query processing [21] .
Definition 6 (Dominance). We say point p1 dominates p2 (denoted as p1 ≺ p2) if and only if the following two conditions hold: (i)∀l, p
Let f (w, p) denote a scoring function that returns inner product of w and p. Since ∀i, wi ≥ 0, we have f (w, p1) < f (w, p2) when p1 ≺ p2. We build an R-tree to index all products. Let r denote a minimal bounding rectangle (M-BR) in R-tree. Let r.L and r.U denote the bottom left and top right points of r respectively. We have two facts below.
Fact 1. Given a query point q, a weight vector wi, and an MBR
r in R-tree, if f (wi, q) < f (wi, r.L), ∀p ∈ r, we have f (wi, q) < f (wi, p).
Fact 2. Given a query point q, a weight vector wi, and an MBR
Algorithm 1 illustrates the main steps of our tree-based pruning approach (TPA). Assume all products have been indexed by an R-tree R off-line. Initially, two queues, Q and Q ′ , are created. During processing, it computes the ranking score for each preference weight vector wi in W by traversing R-tree. For each node r in the tree, the algorithm computes the ranking scores of r.L and r.U with respect to wi. According to Fact 1 and 2, the nodes satisfying f (wi, q) < f (wi, r.L) or f (wi, r.U ) < f (wi, q) can be pruned safely. Otherwise, all child nodes of r (if r is a non-leaf node) are appended to Q for further processing. The queue Q ′ keeps track of all unpruned leaf nodes (at lines 10-12). The subroutine enqueue appends an entry to the tail of a queue and dequeue returns the head entry in the queue (will remove this entry afterward). 
′ any more. Otherwise, we continue to compute its ranking score by exploring all entries in Q ′ (at lines 14-17). Finally, the algorithm returns k smallest entries in A. Figure 3 illustrates how TPA works in 2-D space, where p5 is the query point. The solid line crosses p5 and is perpendicular to Joe(0.7,0.3), so that the ranking score of any product in this line is identical to p5 for Joe. TPA then visits MBRs in the R-tree. For example, r3, r4, r6 and r7 can be pruned by checking two corner points. But r5 needs further processing since it is across the solid line. Hence, the rank of p5 is at least 2 (= |r3|). Subsequently, the algorithm continues to traverse Q ′ (Q ′ = {r5}). Finally, rank(p5) = 3. TPA processes other customers similarly.
TPA prunes computations from the perspective of data points. Compared with NA, TPA reduces time complexity from O(m·n) to O(mr ·n) at the cost of R-tree's construction for D off-line, where m = |D|, n = |W | and mr = |R| . Generally, mr ≪ m.
BATCH PRUNING APPROACH (BPA)
The advantage of TPA is that similar products can be evaluated together after being represented by MBRs. However, the performance is limited when encountered with a large weight data set since all preference weights need to be evaluated one by one, which inspires us to eliminate redundant computation after grouping similar weights.
We use a d-dimensional histogram to group all weights. Each dimension is divided into c equi-width intervals, denoted as [0, 
Four Kinds of Relationships
Hi.U (l) = 1), this bucket still contains one valid preference weight, Hi.L (or Hi.U ). The reason we treat the bucket invalid is because the special point will also appear in other valid bucket.
We then study the relationship between a bucket Hi and an MBR r given a query point q. At first, we review the hyperplane concept in d-dimensional space. Given a weight vector w and a point q, there exists one (d-1)-dimensional hyperplane, P (w, q), which (i) is perpendicular to w and (ii) contains q. The ranking score of each point in the hyperplane is equal to f (w, q). Furthermore, given a query point q and a weight bucket Hi, we can derive a hyperplane family, P (Hi, q) , which contains all hyperplanes based on all valid weight vectors in Hi. We summarize four kinds of relationships between an MBR r and a hyperplane family P (Hi, q) 
• belowP(r, Hi). It returns TRUE if and only if ∀p ∈ r :
[∀w ∈ Hi : f (w, p) < f (w, q)] always holds.
• aboveP(r, Hi). It returns TRUE if and only if ∀p ∈ r :
• withinP(r, Hi). It returns TRUE if and only if ∀p ∈ r :
• acrossP(r, Hi). It returns TRUE if and only if none of the above three operators returns TRUE;
We further explore the semantics of these operators. The lower bound of q's rank, rank(w, q), is the cardinality of the union of all MBRs satisfying belowP relationship. Symmetrically, the upper bound of q's rank is the cardinality of the union of all MBRs satisfying aboveP relationship. An MBR with acrossP relationship only has potential pruning capability, since parts of its descendant nodes may be below or above the hyperplane family. But if withinP(r, Hi)=TRUE, we need to visit all points in r if necessary. (H5, p3) . Hence, we have: aboveP(r6, H4) = T RU E, withinP(r7, H3) = T RU E, accossP(r5, H4) = T RU E, and belowP(r3, H5) = T RU E.
Implementations of Relationships
According to Definition 6, any other point in r dominates r.U , but is dominated by r.L. Let U B(Hi) denote the maximal ranking score difference between r.U and q for any weight w in Hi.
U B(Hi) max
If belowP(r, Hi) = T RU E holds, then U B(Hi) < 0. 
Lemma 1. Let Hi denote a valid weight bucket. To compute U B(Hi), there exists one dimension
Proof. The correctness comes from the following steps. First, for each dimension l, 1 ≤ l ≤ d, we assign:
(l) to conform to the basic requirement. Second, we reassign:
for the dimensions with greatest e (l) coefficients as many as possible with the constraint:
Finally, assuming u−1 dimensions have been reassigned in the above step, and u ≤ d, we reassign:
For simplicity, we assume all coefficients of w (say, {r.U (l) − q (l) }) are sorted in descending order and let
where
Symmetrically, let LB(Hi) denote the minimal ranking score difference between r.L and q for any weight w in Hi.
LB(Hi)
min
If aboveP(r, Hi) = T RU E holds, then LB(Hi) ≥ 0.
Lemma 2. Let Hi denote a valid weight bucket. To compute LB(Hi), there exists one dimension u, such that: (i)
We omit the proof due to space limitations.
LB(Hi)
Definition 7 (Split dimension). The split dimension refers to u in Lemma 1 and 2.
Note that the value of u in Lemma 1 and 2 (also called the split dimension) may be different.
For summarization, assume:
Note that U B(Hi) ′ and LB(Hi) ′ can be computed similarly. The four operators can be implemented in the following way.
• Implement belowP(r, Hi). If and only if U B(Hi) < 0 holds.
• Implement aboveP(r, Hi). If and only if LB(Hi) ≥ 0 holds.
• Implement withinP(r, Hi). If and only if (U B(Hi
• Implement acrossP(r, Hi). Returns TRUE once all the above three operators return FALSE.
The implementations of the first two operators are straightforward due to the definitions of U B(Hi) and LB(Hi), while the implementation of withinP is a bit sophisticated. Note that r.U and r.L are two special points in r: ∀w ∈ Hi, r.U and r.L have the greatest and the smallest ranking scores respectively. Since both points meet the semantic (see withinP relationship in Section 5.1), all the remaining points in r also meet the semantic.
Algorithm Description
Our batch pruning algorithm (BPA, Algorithm 2) has two phases. At the first phase, it checks each bucket Hi to compute the lower and upper rank bounds (Hi.lb and Hi.ub) of any weight in the bucket (at lines 3-21). In other words, any customer w in Hi prefers at least Hi.lb (at most Hi.ub) other products to q. Hence, we can avoid computing the exact rank value for each weight in the bucket. At the second phase, we compute the exact rank of each weight in all remaining buckets if the first phase is insufficient (at lines [22] [23] .
At the first phase, Algorithm 2 traverses R-tree in a BFS (breadth first search) manner. The upper (or lower) rank bound is updated if r is above (or below) Hi. But if r is within the range of Hi, the bounds cannot be updated for now, so we append r to the local queue QH i for future processing. Otherwise (r is across Hi), we append the child nodes to the global queue Q or local queue QH i respectively, according to the result of withinP operator. The minRank refers to a global threshold value, which ensures at least k weights have a rank value smaller than minRank. Formally, considering triples like (|Hi|, Hi.lb, Hi.ub) where |Hi| denotes the number of weights in Hi, the value of minRank is computed as:
Example 2. 
MARKED PRUNING APPROACH (MPA)
BPA needs to evaluate each (Hi, r) pair with O(d · log d) cost for an arbitrary valid bucket Hi and an MBR r in the queue (Algorithm 2). This cost cannot be ignored for a large R-tree and a large weight histogram, which inspires us that the execution performance can be even improved after removing this kind of overhead. Recall that for an MBR r, U B(Hi) describes the maximal ranking score difference between r.U and q for any weight in Hi. We find the value 
Analysis
We first define two neighborhood relationships between a pair of weight buckets: positive neighbor (PoN) and negative neighbor (NeN).
Definition 8 (Positive Neighbor, PoN). Let Hi and Hj denote two weight buckets. Hj is Hi's positive neighbor if and only if (
Algorithm 3 illustrates the main steps of our Marked Pruning Approach (MPA). Although similar to Algorithm 2 in shape, MPA still has significant improvement. We use a 2-D array B (with a size of |R| × |H|) to record all relationships, where R is the R-tree and H is a set containing all valid weight buckets. With the help of B, the lower and upper rank bounds of a weight bucket Hi can be set more efficiently. We also use the subroutine mark (Algorithm 4, to be discussed later) to mark the entries in B with a low cost. There are four kinds of relationships: ABOVE, BELOW, UNKNOWN, and OTHER. Initially, all entries in B are set UNKNOWN since the exact relationships are unknown in advance. The BELOW (or ABOVE) flag is set if the rectangle r is below (or above) the corresponding hyperplane family. Similarly, the OTHER flag refers to the withinP or acrossP relationship aforementioned.
For each entry Hi, we check each MBR r in R iteratively. At first, if B[r, Hi] has been set to BELOW or ABOVE,
Update U B(Hj) by Equation (7), (9) ; 8 F LAG ← (U B(Hj) < 0); 9 else 10
Update LB(Hj) by Equation (8), (10) we update Hi.lb or Hi.ub immediately (at lines 9 and 11). Otherwise, we need to invoke belowP or aboveP and then mark (at lines 12-17). Finally, if r is a non-leaf node and the relationship is neither ABOVE nor BELOW, we will push every child node of r into the queue Q for further processing. Although the time complexity of MPA (O(mr · n b )) is the same as BPA, MPA runs faster than BPA in most situations due to the elimination of significant overheads. Since MPA needs to maintain a 2-D array B to reserve marking information that costs O(|R| × |H|), the overall space consumption of MPA is also O(|R| × |H|).
DISCUSSION
Summarization of Four Approaches. Table 3 compares four approaches. Without building any index in advance, NA just scans the product and weight data sets linearly. In contrast, all three other methods maintain an R-tree index upon all products. Moreover, BPA and MPA also maintain a histogram index upon all weights.
There is actually a tradeoff between time and space complexities. For example, NA runs the slowest, but meanwhile it only consumes tiny memory space. BPA and MPA are faster than the other two approaches, after maintaining an additional Histogram index. In addition, MPA maintains a 2-D array to record marking information during execution. 
Notations: (i) m: the number of products, (ii) n: the number of weights, (iii) mr: the number of MBRs in R, and (iv) n b : the number of buckets in H.
Although MPA has the largest space consumption, the total cost is affordable since each entry in the 2-D array only costs 2 bits (there are four kinds of relationships). Detailed evaluation of memory consumption is shown in 8.2.
Counting the number of Valid Buckets. As mentioned in Section 5, a valid bucket Hi conforms to the constraint:
, the number of valid buckets is computed as:
Distributed design of R-kRanks The distributed design is important to deal with large-scale data. Fortunately, all the proposed solutions can be adapted to the distributed environment since they process each weight or bucket one by one. We draft the distributed solution briefly. Consider a distributed system with one master and several workers. At first, the master node generates an R-tree for all products (for TPA, BPA and MPA) and a weight histograms (for BPA and MPA). Next, the master sends R-tree to each worker. Subsequently, it divides all weights (or all buckets) into several groups, and then send each group to different workers. Each worker can execute the algorithm independently. Finally, all workers send the results back to the master. Details are omitted due to the lack of enough space.
EXPERIMENTS
We report experimental reports in this section. All codes are written in JAVA, and run on a stand-alone computer with an Intel CPU/2GHz and 8GB memory. In each experiment, we implement the queries for 1,000 times, each with a randomly selected query point, and report the average.
Dataset and setting
We use two kinds of data sets in this study, including product set D and customer set W .
Product data set D:
We use synthetic and real-life product data sets.
• Synthetic datasets: We generate three synthetic datasets, which follow uniform (UN), correlated (CO) and anti-correlated (AC) distributions respectively. See [2] for detailed generation methods. The second data set, namely Taobao dataset, contains 51,026 records and is related to the product information in Taobao (http://www.taobao.com), the most popular e-commerce web-site in China, including current price, sold amount, the lowest price and so on. We choose 3 and 5 numeric dimensions from these datasets respectively for further testing.
Preference weight data set W : We generate two synthetic data sets, which are also used in [21, 22, 24, 25] .
• Uniform distribution (UNI): We repeatedly select one vector from d-dimensional space, and then normalize it to a standard form.
• Clustered distribution (CLU) : This data set is created based on two parameters: g and σ 2 . We first randomly select g cluster centroids in d-dimensional space. Then we generate some weights around the centroids with a variance of σ 2 in each dimension.
Experimental Reports
Time-efficiency: Figure 6 illustrates the performance of four methods (NA, TPA, BPA and MPA) when varying the number of dimensions. We use UNI weight set and three product sets, including UN, CO and AC. We set |D| = 20K, |W | = 400K and k = 10. Each query point is randomly selected in the domain. The y-axes of Figure 6 (a) and (b) represent the executing time and the total number of pairwise computations (refers to computing the ranking score for 4 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bank+ Marketing. 
Space-efficiency: We employ Jprofile
5 to monitor memory consumption of BPA and MPA. By default, we set |W | = 100k and use CLU weight dataset. Figure 7 (a) uses UN product dataset (d = 3). We can observe that BPA is more space-efficient than MPA, since MPA uses a 2-D array to reduce the processing time. In addition, such kind of space overhead is also not so significant, because each entry is tiny. Figure 8 show the performance changes when |W | increases from 100K to 500K. For all methods, the processing time will rise when |W | increases. We also observe that NA and TPA are more sensitive to the value of |W |. According to Table 3 , for NA and TPA, the processing cost is linear to the number of weights. Meanwhile, both BPA and MPA maintain a weight histogram for pruning, so that the processing cost increases much slower than NA or TPA.
Scalability:
Figures 8(c)-8(d) show the performance changes when |D| increases from 10K to 50K. For all methods, the processing time will rise when |D| increases. Moreover, NA is more sensitive to |D|. According to Table 3 , the processing cost of NA is linear to the number of products. Meanwhile, TPA, BPA and MPA maintain an R-tree for pruning, so that the processing cost increases much slower than NA. The effect of weight data set: Assuming |W | = 10K and c = 4, Figure 9 illustrates the behaviors of MPA when using different weight datasets (UNI, CLU) when k increases. MPA behaves better on the uniform weight set (UNI) than the clustered weight set (CLU) under all settings, since MPA can mark more neighbor buckets and thus prune more buckets when the weight set is clustered.
The effect of dimensionality and cell width: Assuming |D| = 20K, |W | = 100K, k = 10, d = 3, and c = 4. We use CLU weight dataset in this series of experiments. Figure 10(a) shows the execution time when varying the number of dimensions d upon the UN product dataset. In all situations, MPA outperforms BPA. Figure 10(b) illustrates the execution time when varying the cell width (c) upon the Bank dataset. It is interesting that the peak performance is obtained when c = 7, neither too small nor too great. The reason is that the filtering capability is insufficient when c is small. Meanwhile, the overhead of evaluating all valid buckets will rise when c increases.
Effectiveness
We use a real dataset (Dianping) 6 to test the effectiveness of R-kRanks, in comparison with R-kScores. The dataset contains millions of rating records about a large number of restaurants in Shanghai from Jan. 2009 to Dec. 2013. Each record has four numeric scores in four dimensions: average cost per person (ac), taste (ta), environment (en) and service (se). The training set contains records in the first four years, while the testing set contains records in the last year. In every set, each user has at least 10 rating records .
• product dataset consists of 9,800 restaurants rated at least ten times. The value in each dimension is computed as the average score of all corresponding records.
• preference dataset refers to 3,096 users who have rated at least ten times. In general, a user prefers a restaurant with low average cost per person, but high taste, environment and service. Hence, the weight of a dimension should be set low if a user does not care about that dimension. For example, it is reasonable to set a low weight on average cost per person for a user who often choose expensive restaurants. Let sac, sta, sen and sse denote the average scores of a user in four dimensions, and ϕac, ϕta, ϕen and ϕse denote the proportions of restaurants lower than the corresponding score. The weight vector is represented as ( ), where sum = 1 − ϕac + ϕta + ϕen + ϕse.
We evaluate the precision of two query types upon all hot restaurants with at least 100 ranking records, where precision is defined as the proportion of users who have visited the query restaurant. Figure 11 (a) shows R-kRanks outperforms R-kScores significantly in all situations: the precision of R-kRanks is at least 1.2 times greater than that of R-kScores. Figure 11(b) reports the effect after dividing all restaurants into two groups: expensive (with average cost per person ≥ 100 RMB ) and inexpensive (with average cost per person < 100 RMB ). For the expensive restaurants, R-kRanks and R-kScores behave similarly, but for the other group, R-kRanks is significantly better than R-kScores. The reason is that R-kScores only works well for a small part of restaurants (especially expensive ones), while R-kRanks works well for all restaurants. Table 4 explains this phenomenon below.
We also test the impact of different query restaurants. Along each dimension, we first sort the restaurants and then split them into three groups of equal size, denoted as H (highest ones), M (middle ones) and L (lowest ones). We select Table 4 lists users most likely returned by R-kRanks and R-kScores where k = 10. For example, given R2 as the query restaurant, most of users in the result set are (M, L, L, L). The users returned by R-kRanks are more matchable with the query restaurant compared with other users, while R-kScores tends to return the users who prefer expensive restaurants with good taste, environment and service, since their ranking scores are low.
CONCLUSION
R-kRanks, proposed in this paper, is critical in various applications, such as job-hunting and dating. We devise three pruning-based methods to answer R-kRanks query efficiently. Tree-based pruning approach (TPA) eliminates some unnecessary pairwise computations from the perspective of data points. Batch pruning approach (BPA) reduces unnecessary pairwise computations from both perspectives of data points and weight vectors. Besides the two pruning rules above, marked pruning approach (MPA) also reuses previous computation results of some buckets to further reduce the time consumption. Thereafter, we conduct extensive experiments on real and synthetic data sets to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods.
There are two possible pieces of future work. The first one is to devise approximate solutions for R-kRanks query. The second one is to devise distributed solutions. Such two directions are helpful to handle large-scale data.
